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Opening Remarks 
Dr. Scott Pace, George Washington University, 

• Dr. Pace of the Space Policy Institute provided context by noting a number of national level 

reviews are in progress. 

• How should the science and human space flight (HSF) community relate to each other for mutual 

benefit? 

• The major questions for science are not the major questions for HSF

• The question should not be what is the best 

the best portfolio for our space program 

advances national policy objectives

• History has shown that HSF undergoes blue ribbon reviews about every ten years

HSF should have a decadal survey just as science

Congressional Perspective
Dr. Richard Obermann, House Subcommittee on Space and Aeronautics

• Commented on his historical 

between science and HSF 

• Reviewing the legislative record

view that HSF should not be 

• The level of funding for a science program is difficult to quantify since there is no definition of a 

healthy university research pr
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S Y M P O S I U M  N O T E S  

REPARED BY MEGAN ANSDELL AND KIRK WOELLERT 

, George Washington University, Director of the Space Policy Institute 

of the Space Policy Institute provided context by noting a number of national level 

How should the science and human space flight (HSF) community relate to each other for mutual 

The major questions for science are not the major questions for HSF 

The question should not be what is the best approach i.e. robotic missions vs. HSF

the best portfolio for our space program that achieves a balance between robotics and humans

advances national policy objectives 

History has shown that HSF undergoes blue ribbon reviews about every ten years

HSF should have a decadal survey just as science does. 

Congressional Perspectives 
, House Subcommittee on Space and Aeronautics 

historical legislative review that Congress has tried to achieve a synergy 

the legislative record, Congress generally agrees with NASA administrator Bolden’s 

view that HSF should not be funded by robbing the science budget 

The level of funding for a science program is difficult to quantify since there is no definition of a 

healthy university research program  

S S O C I A T I O N   

P A C E  S C I E N C E  

of the Space Policy Institute provided context by noting a number of national level 

How should the science and human space flight (HSF) community relate to each other for mutual 

robotic missions vs. HSF, but what is 

a balance between robotics and humans that 

History has shown that HSF undergoes blue ribbon reviews about every ten years, so perhaps 

has tried to achieve a synergy 

Congress generally agrees with NASA administrator Bolden’s 

The level of funding for a science program is difficult to quantify since there is no definition of a 



• We should, as a policy, emphasize the synergies between science and HSF 

• The idea of synergies between science and HSF is not a new idea. Examples include the FY1993 

agreement of collaboration between NASA and NIH, the human-robotic missions to the Hubble 

enjoyed bi-partisan support, and the Vision for Space Exploration (VSE) cites science and HSF as 

complementary. 

Mr. Jeff Bingham, Senate Commerce, Science, and Transportation Committee 

• Mr. Bingham’s comments focused on previews of draft legislation with a goal of maximizing 

science utilization on the ISS. The motivation is to fulfill the vision that originally declared the 

ISS a US national laboratory. The proposed bill’s working title is the “Human Space Flight 

Assurance and Capability Act.” 

• Now that ISS is finished we must maximize science utilization. This implies you must continue to 

fly the shuttle, since its down-mass exceeds any other transportation segment available.  He noted 

that upmass-downmass capability has indirect cost impacts on certain types of science on ISS. 

• He asserted another reason to continue the shuttle would be to provide alternative access to LEO. 

He observed the crisis that might result should the Soyuz become grounded for some reason, 

potentially stranding astronauts on the ISS. 

• In 2005, Congress mandated that at least 15% of science conducted on the ISS must not be related 

to supporting HSF exploration research. This stipulation re-introduced 31 experiments back into 

the science pipeline for ISS. 

• The draft legislation would also advocate continuing the shuttle as an alternative to reliance on 

commercial resupply of ISS, but would also accelerate funding for commercial companies. 

• The draft legislation aims to phase in a 50/50 balance between HSF-related research and general 

science on ISS. 

Science Perspectives 
Dr. Stephen Katz, National Institutes of Health 

• Dr. Katz provided some historical overview of NIH and its participation with NASA, and then 

provided some examples of space technology applications to the health field such as Space 

Shuttle Main Engine axial flow pump technology used for cardiac assistance pumps that are 

especially suitable for young children. 

• He underscored the natural research synergy between HSF life sciences and long term health 

issues here on Earth, such as the dynamics of bone and muscular deterioration. 

• He concluded his remarks by noting the NIH has just announced a call for experiment proposals 

which will be reviewed based on merit. In response to a question from Dr. Pace, he expounded 

that NIH will fund experiments on other platforms in addition to ISS as long as they “contribute 

to science, have merit, and are viable.” 

Dr. Pascale Ehrenfreund, George Washington University, Space Policy Institute 

• Dr. Ehrenfreund commented the ISS “was a major pillar for science research in space” 



• She then provided an overview of the major science modules and capabilities of the ISS such as 

the ESA Columbus, Japanese Kibo, NASA MISSE (a materials research platform), and the 

Russian EXPOSED and SOLAR palettes. 

• Dr. Ehrenfreund went on to argue the need for a human-robotic partnership for science 

investigation, particularly in the search for life, by noting field scientists on location often face 

extreme difficulty in identifying biomarkers for life even on Earth in desolate locations similar to 

Mars terrain. 

• International cooperation in Earth analog field studies that test exploration technologies and 

facilitate science is an ideal precursor for future international cooperation in space 

• She concluded her remarks by noting that synergies between science and HSF could be realized 

by dialogue between all major stakeholders both at the national and international level.  She 

mentioned an example of this concept is the formation of the Panel on Exploration (PEX), a 

subcommittee of the UN COSPAR. 

Dr. Len Fisk, University of Michigan 

• Dr. Fisk couched his discussion in terms of the transformational effects of science vs. current 

HSF, noting that major science missions e.g. Voyager, Hubble, Spirit and Opportunity, etc have a 

“track record” of being transformative, but the same cannot be said of HSF post-Apollo; e.g.,. 

challenge the average person to name the most recent shuttle crew. 

• He asserted there are three principles that are necessary to satisfy if HSF is to be transformative 

1) Geopolitical 2) Economic and 3) Inspirational. [Likely satisfying any one of these principles is 

sufficient for a transformative HSF program] We need to build on the international relations that 

have been forged in the ISS, and use these relationships to improve relations here on Earth. Space 

technologies such as GPS and Earth Observation have provided economic benefits and might 

provide benefit for climate monitoring.  It’s yet to be seen if HSF can do the same.  Regarding 

inspiration, it’s no longer transformative to reach LEO, and so HSF must become technically 

transformative in space, beyond LEO. 

Dr. Fisk then focused on the question of what kind of posture the science community should have 

with the HSF community in the context of obtaining funding for its goals. A defensive posture 

would be the recognition that HSF generally needs more money but that the science budget 

should not be marginalized for the extra money. Dr. Fisk then advocated an alternative or 

“offensive” posture that acknowledges the current HSF program is non-transformative, and in 

fact hinders NASA’s ability to compete for federal funds and by consequence marginalizes the 

science budget. Continuing he added the science community should be supporters of an HSF 

program that is an essential element of our foreign policy, economic development and source of 

inspiration for the people. Dr. Fisk concluded that if such a HSF program were realized then 

synergies and mutual opportunities would be arise providing a fiscal environment “advantageous 

to all.”   

Mr. Tom Cremins, NASA Program Analysis and Evaluation 

• Mr. Cremins noted that historically US civil space policy has oscillated between flexible, open-

ended plans and well-articulated roadmaps such as the ESAS architecture. 



• He noted the trend has been government takes the lead and private industry follows.  This will 

likely be the case in the future. 

• He pointed out today there are over 800 active satellites and over 30 space agencies, so there is a 

lot of momentum moving off Earth. 

• NASA is looking at innovative ways to increase science utilization on the ISS, such as use of 

cubesat hardware for experiment platforms. 

Closing Remarks 
Dr. Chris Chyba, Princeton University 

• Dr. Chyba, a member of the Augustine Committee, provided insights into some of the 

committee’s rationale for their options and assessments.  

• The primary reason he was proud of the work they had done was the fact that the committee 

decided the proper question was, ‘what is the goal of HSF?’ 

• Dr. Chyba noted he personally did not want this report to be another paper vision of NASA and 

was satisfied the Augustine Committee report was realistic regarding the budget climate of the 

country. 

• Further the Committee insisted on scientific integrity and they did this by engaging in several 

public meetings and engaging veterans of the science decadal process. 

• The Committee was honest with itself in being open about the fact that science is not a primary 

driver for HSF. 

• On the topic of Flexible Path (FP), Dr. Chyba said although some criticize the lack of science 

goals stated in this option, there was an important rationale consistent with the need to accept 

budget realities.  A key principle behind FP was the desire to avoid “gravity wells” or landing on 

planets to reduce energy requirements and costs. FP also has phasing advantages since advanced 

capabilities are deferred later in the program life cycle, avoiding large front-end costs.  FP also 

will tend to avoid “gaps” by allowing sustainable missions within available funding. FP 

contributes to the national priorities by increasing our knowledge of Near Earth Objects (NEO) 

that potentially poses an existential threat to humanity. 

• He noted his personal view that even if NASA was provided funding to go to Mars, its 

sustainability is questionable, risking an Apollo redux. Dr. Chyba observed that a return to the 

Moon with continuous human presence is “transformational.” 

• He opined that the role of government in HSF can be as a trailblazer and anchor tenant for 

nascent commercial development. An example is on-orbit fuel depots that would expand 

capability for exo-LEO missions and provide a kernel for a new commercial market. 

• He echoed the sentiment of previous panel members that the science budget cannot be robbed in 

order to fund HSF. 

 


